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This post-electoral debriefing will take the shape of a moderated academic seminar featuring 

discussion between regional and theoretical experts about the elections and lessons learned for 

the Azerbaijani opposition.  

On October 9 presidential elections were held in Azerbaijan. Due to a 2009 change of the 

constitution the incumbent, Ilham Aliyev, was allowed to stand as candidate for a third term and 

nobody was surprised when he won a landslide victory in an election that the OSCE/ODHIR 

monitoring mission described as “undermined by limitations on fundamental freedoms, lack of 

level playing field and significant problems on election day”.  

Still these elections showed interesting developments as far as the opposition forces in 

Azerbaijani politics are concerned. Leading up to the presidential election the “National Council 

of Democratic Forces in Azerbaijan” appeared on the scene as an election coalition uniting 

traditional opposition parties, academics, representatives of civil society, youth activists as well 

as religious figures. The fact that they promoted one joint opposition candidate was applauded 

and this merging of “old” and “new” opposition figures, with religious activists added to the mix, 

generates a dynamic largely absent during previous elections and in Azerbaijani politics at large. 

Moreover it indicates the generational shift in the democratic movement that has so far been 

visible in terms of more strident discourses and changing tactics might additionally in time be 

formalized on the political arena. It raises interesting questions about if and how the ”new 

opposition” influenced the electoral process, the impact of social media and the interaction 

between the representatives as well as their interaction with the general population that is reputed 

for its political apathy. The seminar will also cater to the topic of opposition and democratization 

on a more general level, making it applicable to other contexts as well. 

 

 

 



Thursday, 7 November  

The Gyllenhielmska Library (Skytteanum), Valvgatan 4, Uppsala  

 

 

Programme   
 

Part I  Debriefing after the October Elections 

 

9.15-9.30  Dr Sofie Bedford, Uppsala Centre for Russian and Eurasian Studies 

    Introduction  

 

9.30-10.15  Dr Leila Aliyeva, Centre for National and International Studies, Baku 

“Opposition and Political Parties” 

10.15-11.00  Vugar Gojayev, independent researcher, Berlin   

    “Popular Mobilization and Civil Society Engagement” 

11.00 – 11.15  Coffee Break 

11.15 – 12.00   Dr Laurent Vinatier, Thomas More Institute, Paris 

                                             “Issues of Leadership” 

  

Part II  Roundtable: Prospects for the Azerbaijani Opposition 

14.00– 14.45  Dr Emil Uddhage, Linnaeus University, Växjö 

“Roles of the Opposition in a Democratization Process”  

 

14.45 – 15.30 Dr Sofie Bedford, Uppsala Centre for Russian and Eurasian Studies 

“Lessons Learnt from the October Elections” 

15.30 – 16.30 General Discussion: “What are the Ways forward for the Azerbaijani  

                                            Opposition?”  

 

To attend the workshop, please register by sending your full name and affiliation to Jevgenija 

Gehsbarga jevgenija.gehsbarga@ucrs.uu.se.  
 
For more information, please contact workshop organizer Sofie Bedford 
sofie.bedford@ucrs.uu.se. 

The workshop is free of charge.  
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